
 

 

 
Expert opinion on Dissertation Thesis entitled  

"Mechanisms of metal-catalyzed reactions: an electrospray ionization 
mass spectrometry approach" by Mariarosa Anania, MSc. 

 

Dissertation Thesis entitled "Mechanisms of metal-catalyzed reactions: an electrospray 
ionization mass spectrometry approach" was submitted by Mariarosa Anania as prerequisite for 
obtaining her PhD academic degree. Dissertation Thesis itself consists of 130 numbered pages 
arranged into 5 numbered chapters, General conclusion part and List of References. Chemical 
science theses generally fit within a certain format consisting of three main sections: the 
‘Introduction’, ‘Results and Discussion’ (this section is often divided into sub-chapters, each 
focusing on a different area of research) and ‘Experimental Methods’ accompanied by an 
Abstract and a List of References. While the first two chapters (Introduction and Instruments 
and Methods) fit this pattern quite well, the other Chapters 3-5 represents pell-mell of results, 
their interpretation together with reaction conditions, instrument setups etc. Especially for the 
first part of Chapter 3 it is not clear if the presented kinetic studies were solely performed by 
the student herself or if they are presented only as an independent part of general methods. 
Later, on page 53 in legend of Fig. 3.14 there is statements: The experiments were performed 
by Lucie Jašíková, co-author of this work. However, in cited ref.243 (which is also quoted as 
ref.151) Lucie Jašíková is the first author and Mariarosa Anania is the second. Student should 
explicitly distinguish her contribution to this paper. Chapters 4 and 5 are clearly connected with 
the articles published by the student (who is the first author) and again contain parts as 
Introduction or Methods. Such arrangement makes the Thesis somewhat difficult to read. 
Moreover, the compound numbering in individual Schemes (Chapter 1) is really puzzling. For 
example, in Schemes 1.1, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 the numbering starts from 1-1 to 1-16 but in Scheme 
1.9 numbers 5-13 are surprisingly used. Then – in Scheme 1.12 – structure numbers 57 and 58 
are quoted and in Schemes 1.11, 1.13 and 1.14 capital letters are used instead of numbers. The 
structure of compound 6 in Scheme 1.15 is not identical with compound 6 in Scheme 1.9. 
Within the next Chapters 2-5 the compounds/structures in Schemes are labelled only rarely. 
Also the last part containing References was not compiled properly. References (17)/(188); 
(72)/(240); (86)/(255); (88)/(92); (115b)/(121); (134)/(145); (135)/(146); (142)/(262); 
(148)/(263); (151)/(243); (153)/(166) (here is also wrong spelling of author’s name); 
(171)/(178); (205a)/(213); (206a)/(211) and (207a)/(208a) are duplicated and refs. 



(150)/(244)/(262b) even triplicated. References (78), (79), (115), (175), (204)-(208); (220) and 
(252) are grouped into a cluster but without distinguishing letters. Have the References (109), 
(110), (113), (220c), (225), (231) and (235)-(237) only 1 page? Moreover the *.pdf version of 
the Thesis (sent by e-mail) and printed version are not identical! For example the electronic 
version contains 271 references while the printed version only 270 references. Therefore 
duplication/triplication of individual references mentioned above is related to printed version.  

On the other hand, the chemistry described in student’s Thesis is really interesting. There are 
only several methods suitable for detection and structure elucidation of reactive intermediates 
present during reaction progress. At present, combination of mass spectrometry and single- or 
multiphoton IR spectroscopy seems to be the most powerful tool enabling such research 
(Chapter 4). Also kinetic analyses presented in Chapters 3-5 should bring valuable information 
about the reacting system. However there are some questions and remarks to be answered or 
further commented.  

In chapter 3.1 student describes original method (Delayed reactant labelling) for study of alkyne 
hydration. However, the derivation of individual kinetic equations without knowledge of 
particular reaction scheme seems to be oversimplified as it apparently considers individual rate 
constants for formation/decomposition of unlabeled and labeled (deuterated) intermediate to be 
the same. In fact, both water (as well as methanol-d4 used in previous studies) must show some 
kinetic isotope effect. For example, in the case of H2O/D2O attack to the activated triple bond 
such solvent secondary kinetic isotope effect can be estimated from known isotope fractionation 
factors (φ(+OL) = 0.69 and φ(OL) = 1.00). Its value in equilibrium (i.e. KH/KD) should be about 
2.1 (= 1/0.692) but it can be higher (if solvent PKIE involving more than one solvent molecule 
is involved) or smaller (the reaction after mixing of equal labeled/unlabeled solvent volumes 
takes place in only 50% deuterated solvent) depending also on proton inventory behavior. 
Therefore, I cannot generally agree with the sentence on page 41 (lines 7-8), i.e. “The ion pairs 
that do not reach a 1:1 ratio at equilibrium can be excluded and discarded as artifacts from the 
electrospray ionization process.”. Contrary to this statement – there should be more or less 
significant difference between both intermediate concentrations reflecting (at least secondary) 
kinetic isotope effect. The following sentence (page 41, lines 10-12): “Here, only the 
decomposition of the intermediates is considered (k′), whereas the rate of their formation (k1) 
has no effect on the shape of the curve, when assuming that labeled and unlabeled 
intermediates are formed with the same rate constant k1” is not correct in general sense, 
because it simply does not take into account above-mentioned kinetic isotope effects.  

The main misunderstanding comes from not properly taken information from Ref.243 (Ref.244 
in *.pdf version) and especially from missing reaction Scheme/structure formulas of discussed 



intermediates. When I carefully inspected mentioned Ref.243(244) I found that the text on pages 
39-45 is related to Scheme 1.20 in Chapter 1 (which is not referenced in Chapter 3.1!). The 
situation was now clear to me and for the given example of diaurated species decomposition 
the method is correct, because all KIE-influenced steps represent fast pre-equilibria. However 
without careful reading of the original paper243(244) I would refuse the method as was described 
in Chapter 3.1. Further minor mistake can be also found in Eq. 3.5. Correct shape of this 
equation is: t1/2 = (ln 2)/k. 

The rest of Chapter 3 is quite clear. While hex-3-yne and diphenylacetylene were excluded due 
to their too high/too low reactivity, “mixed” 1-phenylpropyne was suitable substrate for Au(I)-
catalyzed water addition and gave mixture of benzylmethylketone and ethylphenylketone in the 
ratio 6:1. The Fig. 3.12 shows evolution of both products as well as disappearance of starting 
compound. It seems to me that the reaction is of 0th order but I could not find any values from 
“curve” (or line?) fitting. Such behavior rather corresponds to the reaction in which catalyst 
(present in constant concentration) converts still the same amount of reactant per unit of time. 
In this context the sentence on page 52 (lines 3-4): “…we used reaction mixtures diluted 10 
times, which further slowed down the reaction…” is incorrect because for 0th (and eventually 
1st order) kinetics the rate (or reaction half-life) is not concentration dependent. The student 
should verify kinetic order of this reaction under given conditions – approximately 25% 
conversion is not enough to distinguish between 1st and 0th order. 

Chapter 4 deals with the structure and mechanism of formation of mono-Au(I) and di-Au(I)-
complexes with acetone. First part is devoted to a preparation of catalytic Au(I)-species 
differing in counter ion and setup of kinetic experiments. Unfortunately quite important 
information - i.e. the amount or final concentration of added acetone/acetone-d6 mixture - is 
missing in Chapter 4.1.2 as well as in Figure 4.1-4.16 captions. It is not clear what molar ratios 
of a catalyst and substrate are. These ratios can influence kinetic behavior (pseudo-first order 
or second order conditions). The title of Chapter 4.1.3 is wrong – correct title should be 
“Preparation of catalytic species” (or “catalysts”). Then KIE calculated from relative intensities 
of peaks corresponding to an unlabeled and labelled acetone during reaction progress is 
discussed in dependency of counter ion basicity. The calculation of relative intensity of peaks 
in ESI-MS is incorrectly referenced to nonexistent Figure 3.1c (correct reference is probably 
4.1c). Indeed, the results shows only negligible influence of a counter ion in those cases where 
catalyst contain P-ligand. Typical bell-shaped dependence of KIE on pKa(HX) would be 
apparent if there would be direct assistance of X–. Such statement accompanied with appropriate 
reference could be added into the text. In the case of carbene ligand direct participation of X– 
cannot be excluded but [L2Au2(OH)]+ remains the most probable species responsible for 



reaction of acetone. Basicity/coordination ability of anions mentioned on page 67 should be 
different in various solvent (e.g. in polar protic water and less polar aprotic THF). The reaction 
mixture is very different from pure water for which quoted sequences are valid. Minor question 
also concerns thermochemistry which was calculated as ΔH values. Why more comprehensive 
ΔG values were not calculated?  

Chapter 5 concerns Au(I)-catalyzed alkyne hydration which was also briefly discussed in 
Chapter 3. In this context I wonder why Chapter 5 was not combined with Chapter 3? First part 
of Chapter 5 describes experiments with deuterated substrates and quantifies KIE-s for 
formation and degradation of mono- and diaurated intermediates. However, these experiments 
were performed by Lucie Jašíková and it is therefore questionable if they should be discussed 
in such a detail. The next part concerns kinetics of 3-hexyne hydration studied using the gas 
chromatography. Unfortunately some measured kinetic data are unreliable or at least very 
inaccurate. I mean observed rate constants obtained from kinetic curves measured up to very 
small conversion of the starting substrate. Precise kinetic measurements require monitoring of 
the concentration (or some quantity directly proportional to concentration) with time for five 
half-lives (i.e. conversion ca 97%) but monitoring during three half-lives usually gives reliable 
rate constant. However, several kinetics depicted in Figs. 5.9-5.11 does not meet this criterion. 
Very small number of data points (typically six) lying apparently on a straight line are fitted 
using single exponential function. The observed rate constants obtained in this way must be 
very inaccurate. Even at higher catalyst loadings (e.g. red open circles at 4.5 and 9% or black 
open squares at 4.5 and 5.6%) the Figures 5.14b and 5.15 show substantial data points 
scattering. The influence of acid concentration was also studied (which is fine) but I do not 
know why just at catalyst loading 1.12%? This concentration lies in a “lag phase” of the kinetics 
where somewhat different kinetic behavior can be anticipated. Why such monitoring was not 
performed at higher catalyst loading (>3%) where linear increase of kobsd verifies first order 
towards the catalyst? I believe the data points in Fig. 5.14a would not be so scattered then and 
probably they would better demonstrate saturation kinetics. Minor mistake is in the unit of the 
observed rate constant in Fig. 5.14. First-order rate constant (obtained from single exponential 
dependence) have always unit [time–1] (here probably [min–1]) and not [dm3·mol–1·s–1] which 
would be correct for second-order rate constant. Moreover, no unit is given in Fig. 5.15 – I 
believe that the observed rate constant (in [min–1]) should be used instead of “Rate” which is 
almost always (except 0th-order kinetics) variable with time.  

 

 



In conclusion – much high-quality experimental work have been done by the student 
which unequivocally fit the high standards of present scientific work in the field of physical 
organic chemistry. This high quality is clearly reflected in three published papers in which 
Mariarosa Anania had important role as a first or second co-author. On the other hand her Thesis 
should be written much more carefully and in a more intelligible way. There are many formal 
as well as factual mistakes, missing comments and improperly described procedures. To be fair, 
it was really tough for me to read her thesis in submitted form.  

According to §47 Article 4 of the Act No. 111/1998 Coll. on Higher Education 
Institutions and on the Amendments and Supplements to Other Acts (the Higher Education Act) 
I can r e c o m m e n d  this thesis as necessary prerequisite for viva voce and after its successful 
defense for awarding a PhD degree. 
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